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opposing attitudes may be, their concrete reality is none the
less complicated and obscure, for every individual is an
exception to the rule. Therefore one can never give a descrip-
tion of a type, no matter how complete, which absolutely
applies to one individual, despite the fact that thousands
might, in a certain sense, be strikingly characterized by it.
Conformity is one side of a man, uniqueness is the other.
The individual soul is not explained by classification, yet
at the same time, through the understanding of the psycho-
logical types, a way is opened to a better understanding
of human psychology in general.
The differentiation of • type begins often very early, so
early that in certain cases one must speak of it as being
innate. The earliest mark of extraversion in a child is his
quick adaptation to the environment, and the extraordinary
attention he gives to objects, especially to his effect upon
them. Shyness in regard to objects is very slight; the child
moves and lives among them with trust. He makes quick
perceptions, but in a haphazard way. Apparently he develops
more quickly than an introverted child, since he* is less
cautious, and as a rule, has no fear. Apparently, too, he
feels no barrier between himself and objects, and hence
he can play with them freely and learn through them. He
gladly pushes his undertakings to an extreme, and risks
himself in the attempt. Everything unknown seems alluring.
Reversing the picture, one of the earliest marks of intro-
version in a child is a reflective, thoughtful manner, a
pronounced shyness, even a certain fear concerning unknown
objects. Very early a tendency appears towards a certain
self-assertion in relation to the object, with definite attempts
to master it. Everything unknown is regarded wkh mis-
trust. Outside influence is, in the main, met with emphatic
resistance. The child wants his own way, and under no
circumstances will he submit to a strange rule that he does
not understand, When he questions, it is not from curiosity
or desire for sensation, but because he wants names, meanings,

